WASH BEHAVIOR CHANGE CAMPAIGN

PROBLEM
Every year the health of children under 5 years old in Cambodia is threatened due
to a lack of good sanitation and hygiene, leading to undernutrition, including
stunting, and even death. Not washing hands with soap, exposure to harmful
faeces in the environment, and drinking unsafe contaminated water are some of
the main causes for child illnesses and life-threatening diseases like diarrhea.

FOR CAMBODIA

With every episode of diarrhea, vital nutrients are lost from the body leading to
undernutrition, an underlying cause of 45 percent of child deaths each year.1
Diarrhea and undernutrition are part of a vicious cycle. Diarrhea is associated with
poor nutritional status and poor nutritional status is associated with greater risk
of diarrhea2 and therefore stunting.
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TACKLING

If I can do it,
you can do it too!”

3 CHILD-FOCUSED
WASH BEHAVIORS
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Increase latrine adoption for children ages 2-5 years old
(and stop open defecation)
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According to a 2017 report by WHO, UNICEF and WBG, Cambodia has the highest
stunting prevalence (along with four other countries) in SouthEast Asia, with a
stunting rate of 32% among children under 5 years. Children who experience
stunting have long term consequences in health, cognitive development, and
productivity, where 85% of brain development happens by 5 years old (UNICEF).

MAIN CHALLENGES

Increase the habit of children ages 2-5 years old washing
their hands with soap at two critical times: after defecating
and before eating (including snacks)

Caregivers have limited knowledge around how to take care of children once
they become more independent around 2 years old.
Caregivers do not know HOW to teach children good WASH behaviors.
Caregivers lack confidence in their ability to teach children.

Increase access to clean, safe drinking water for children
ages 2-5 years old

There is a heavy reliance on grandmother caregivers while parents go out to
work. These grandmothers are older, tired, lacking motivation and knowledge,
and sometimes overburdened with many grandchildren to look after.
There are a lack of good role models to follow.

HOW WE GOT HERE

It’s okay for children to open
defecate. What can we do?”

HEARING FROM PEOPLE

YEY KOMRU

— Grandmother, Kampong Speu, Cambodia

Taking a human-centered approach, field research was conducted with caregivers,
children and influential actors in order to obtain insights around people's needs,
motivations, perceptions, and barriers.

CREATING AND TESTING WITH PEOPLE

ROLE MODEL FOR CAREGIVERS

SOLUTION
The Royal Government of Cambodia and supporting partners have taken a
multi-sectoral approach to develop a national behavior change campaign to improve
health outcomes of children in Cambodia and contribute to the reduction of stunting.
It targets caregivers and children under 5 years old through specific child-focused
WASH behaviors.
Developed using human-centered design and behavior change methodology, the
campaign employs a creative approach to problem-solving that puts the people at the
center of the process and ends with innovative solutions that are tailor-made to suit
their needs and create positive impact.
It goes beyond simply designing behavior change communications, incorporating
many approaches, including new services, products, and tools that can be used in a
sustainable way by the local community. For example, a program to motivate local
vendors in villages to become ‘Hygiene Champions’ and promote handwashing with
soap to children who visit their shop, have handwashing facilities on site, and get
recognized for their efforts.

KEY TRIGGER:

CHILDREN BECOMING SMART
Key drivers of behavior change used in the campaign:
Children growing up to be smart
Copying behaviors as a key learning mechanism
Seeing visual proof (results and consequences)
Social pressure
Having good role models
Feelings of pride and status

KHMENG CHHLAT

‘YEY KOMRU’ IS AN ASPIRATIONAL ROLE MODEL GRANDMOTHER WHO SETS A GOOD EXAMPLE FOR
CAREGIVERS IN RURAL CAMBODIA. SHE ENCOURAGES THEM TO TEACH CHILDREN GOOD WASH
PRACTICES SO THEY CAN GROW UP SMART AND HAVE A BETTER FUTURE, SHOWING THEM PRACTICAL
STEPS OF EXACTLY HOW TO CREATE CONSISTENT HABITS THROUGH HER TWO GRANDCHILDREN
UNDER 5 YEARS OLD.

ROLE MODEL FOR CHILDREN
‘KHMENG CHHLAT’ ARE COLORFUL SUPERHEROES WHO
MOTIVATE CHILDREN TO PRACTICE GOOD WASH BEHAVIORS
AND ARE A TOOL FOR CAREGIVERS TO HELP TEACH CHILDREN.

‘Yey Komru’ literally means ‘Role Model Grandmother’ in Khmer and was given her name by the community during
testing fieldwork. Yey Komru is your grandmother, neighbor, and friend from the community — kind, wise,
trustworthy and affectionate with her grandchildren. Combining a commercial approach with local actors and
context makes the campaign more relatable, aspirational, and actionable.

Other components are used to trigger action by showing:
Emotion (fear, pride, love)
Empathy (for their current situation and challenges)
Convenience
Simple actionable steps

Children need inspiration too! Superhero children, named by local
children as ‘Khmeng Chhlat’ (‘Smart Kids’ in Khmer), feature a boy and
girl as real-life characters who practice good WASH behaviors. They
are used as a teaching tool for caregivers to motivate their children to
defecate in a latrine, wash their hands with soap, and drink safe water.

The campaign follows her life as she takes care of her grandson and granddaughter, both under 5 years old.
Inspiring other grandmothers and mothers to follow her, she shows how to teach good WASH behaviors to children
through easy tips, solutions, and overcoming obstacles. She also guides family members on how they can share
tasks in the home to alleviate the burden on just one caregiver. Her mantra is repeated throughout the campaign
with an encouraging thumbs up: “If I can do it, you can do it too!”

The campaign has been designed by the community, for the community.
Collaborating with the target audience and multiple stakeholders from different
areas of expertise ensured ideas were always diverse, inclusive, and incorporating
many perspectives.
Generated ideas went through a process of rapid prototyping and testing to get
feedback from the community. Over the 18-month project journey, various levels of
prototypes were developed over 6 rounds, including testing around visuals,
messages, content, physical materials, as well as conducting short behavior trials.
This iterative design process has helped refine and shape solutions that are closer
to people’s needs and addresses their barriers. It also takes into account key
components of behavior change, such as emotion, knowledge, and having an
enabling environment.
The process has been fun, interactive and experimental, learning from people along
the way. We hope it will engage Cambodians in deeper ways than seen before.

The Khmeng Chhlat inspire children to want to become smart just like
them and copy their good habits. Their hygiene activities are
incorporated into children’s tools such as a song with dance moves,
storybooks, handwashing station, reminder stickers, etc.

I want to be like her.
Her grandchildren become smart
because of good hygiene.”
MASS MEDIA

CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVE
Raise awareness of the importance of good hygiene and sanitation practices
(defecating in the latrine, washing hands with soap and drinking clean, safe water)
for children under 5 years old (so they have a better brain > smart > better future)

— Grandmother, Kampong Cham, Cambodia

TV Spot

Children’s Music Video

Educational Videos

Show caregivers how to teach their children to practice good WASH behaviors
Empower caregivers through easy tools, recognition, appreciation and empathy
Motivate grandmothers, mothers and other members of the family to share tasks
and collaborate, reducing burden on just one caregiver
Inspire children under 5 years to WANT to practice the 3 WASH practices
regularly and develop a habit

TOOLS TO DRIVE *
BEHAVIOR CHANGE

Campaign Song

INTERPERSONAL
COMMUNICATION
MATERIALS

Addressing other underlying needs:

Educational Games

Gender balance (showing both male and female children, leveraging role of father)

Flip Charts

Reminder Stickers

DIY Handwashing Bucket Activity

Cut-Out Stand

Certificates of Achievement

Yey Komru T-Shirt

Children’s Storybooks

Decreasing burden on one caregiver (showing sharing of tasks in the household)
Gentle caregiving approach (using affection, praise, kind words to teach children)
Early learning opportunities (interactive ways to engage with children and
highlighting the importance of teaching good practices as early as possible

VENDORS AS
‘HYGIENE
CHAMPIONS’

*Tools are still being refined.
‘WASH’ – Water, Sanitation and Hygiene.
1. Black R et al. 2013. Maternal and Child Undernutrition and Overweight in Low-Income and Middle-Income Countries. The Lancet.
2. Briend, 1990; Checkley et al, 2002.

Pitch Deck

Display Materials

Handwashing Bucket

Certificate of Recognition

Yey Komru T-Shirt

Behavior change is hard and it takes time, but if we understand
people and create the right nudges, we can influence their actions.

Find out more about
the Yey Komru behavior
change campaign:

www.cambodiawashbcc.com

